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By CloudDancer

iUniverse. Paperback. Condition: New. 292 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x 0.8in.This serving of
CloudDancers Alaskan Chronicles takes up right where the original left off. Between these book
covers is another heapin helping of laughter and stress relief. As always hes written for everyone
who loves Alaska and airplanes. This is the second of a three volume series. Again youll feel as if
youre sitting right beside CloudDancer in the cockpit. Half your time is spent on the EDGE of your
seat. The other half is spent laughing so hard youll be glad youre wearing your seatbelt.
CloudDancer readers who bought the original book demanded more. Many refuse to even loan the
book to a friend it is so cherished. And one pilot-Mom reports that her 12-year-old son used a story
from the first book for a schoolbook report. It got an A-Plus! Some may question whether these
tales are completely true. CloudDancer swears they are. But nobody denies that they are some of
the funniest flying follies ever written. Now read in at least 32 states and eight countries around the
world, the CloudDancers Alaskan Chronicles and that silly sack heads disciples have started a craze
that keeps spreading....
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ReviewsReviews

Simply no phrases to spell out. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. I am delighted to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i have got read within my very own existence and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Demarcus Ullrich-- Demarcus Ullrich

Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD
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